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“Becoming a Certified Asset Management Assessor” has been authorized by PEMAC and developed by PEMAC volunteers who are practicing professionals. It will benefit you even if you are not planning on taking the CAMA exam.

The Certified Asset Management Assessor (CAMA) certification establishes an individual’s global credentials in asset management knowledge. CAMA certification is granted upon successful completion of the 2 hour exam and demonstration of relevant experience.

BECOMING A CERTIFIED ASSET MANAGEMENT ASSESSOR COURSE

This 15 hour course is designed to give practitioners who have at least 5 years of experience in physical asset management an efficient overview of the recommended preparation material for the CAMA Exam. The course provides insight into: ISO 5500x framework of documents, the GFMAM Asset Management Landscape, and the GFMAM Competency Specification which provides a framework for what ISO 5500x asset management systems assessors should know about asset management. It is ideal for engineering, business management, project management, consulting, and operations professionals who are responsible for physical asset management.

LESSON 1
Introductions and Overview of CAMA & ISO 5500x:2014

LESSON 2
Asset Management Policy, Objectives, Strategy & Plan

LESSON 3
Asset Knowledge Enabling Systems

LESSON 4
Risk and Compliance

LESSON 5
Asset Decision-making

LESSON 6
Organization Capacity Enabling Strategy

LESSON 7
Lifecycle Value Realization

REGISTER TODAY

“Becoming a Certified Asset Management Assessor” has been authorized by PEMAC and developed by PEMAC volunteers who are practicing professionals. It will benefit you even if you are not planning on taking the CAMA exam.

COURSE OFFERINGS

Becoming a Certified Asset Management Assessor is offered online through Northern Lakes College. Face to face offerings are also scheduled at MainTrain.

READY TO TAKE THE CAMA EXAM?

PEMAC offers the exam across Canada on pre-schedule exam dates, or you can schedule individual exams at an approved testing centres.

www.pemac.org/cama
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